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Despite the fact that education is remote, it opens up new features before students who can safely
use at any age.
It:
Training in the magistracy;
higher education;
training in graduate school;
second degree;
Distance learning in a foreign language;
Training program MBA;
advanced training in specialized courses;
participation in virtual trainings;
Getting school and secondary special education.
So, thanks to this innovative technique, you can safely live according to the principle: "Web live - a
century of learning", especially since home learning has legal force, expands the possibilities and
provides advanced knowledge in all spheres of life.
Opinion employers
Today, the attitude towards remote education is dual: some employers doubt the qualifications of
such a graduate specialist, while others, on the contrary, welcome craving for knowledge from their
employee.

If objectively understand, then remote education is joy and benefit for the employer.
For those chiefs who still do not understand all the charms, it is worth focusing on the following
nuances:

1. The employee is studying in his free time, and it does not take off into academic leave, does not
miss work for the valid reason for "study."
2. The diploma obtained remotely is also legal, so without separation from production, so to speak,
you can become a certified specialist.
3. If the employee receives distance education, it immediately falls under the definition of
"promising". The employer is posted, and after the provision of "crust" about higher education, we
can talk about greater responsibility and increase.
4. The boss may not give an overlooking a virtual student, as he should be engaged in his study, it
should be strictly in his free time.
5. Pay for academic leave with such a progressive form of learning is also not required, and these
are less costs for the employer.
So higher education is remotely - it is beneficial and promising for everyone, and very soon, many
employers will benefit such valuable employees, virtual students.
Financial Side Question
Distance education is always a paid form of study, which is far from all Russian universities today.
It is more likely a pilot project in Russia, which abroad knew perfectly and enjoys great popularity for
no first year.
And, nevertheless, in the Russian education system is a profitable alternative, which allows you to
get higher education, save a family budget and ensure a promising future.

The pricing policy depends entirely on the educational institution and the rating of the methodology
for learning, on which the development of a new specialty will be implemented.
Rates available, and to find out specific numbers need directly in higher educational institutions.
Conclusion: In any case, it is much more profitable to obtain education in this way, and the diplomas
of the state sample are equated with stationary universities.

